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2022 Financial Highlights

$9.1B
Net Written Premium

$3.28
Earnings per Share

$8.8B
Shareholders’ Equity

$10.6B
Statutory Surplus

93.2%
P&C Combined Ratio* 

$982M
Dividends Paid

Increase

Book Value per Share  
Excluding Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

From Year-End 2021,  
Adjusted for $3.60  

Dividends Paid in 2022

7%

*record low



2022 Shareholder Letter 

Dear Fellow Shareholders,

In 2022, the insurance industry was faced with pressure from economic and social inflation, elevated catastrophe losses, volatility 
in financial markets, sustained disruption in global supply chains, and continued conflicts around the world. Despite these 
tumultuous conditions, I continue to be both impressed and humbled by how our industry steadfastly provides an efficient and 
effective mechanism to transfer risk from businesses, which underpins the global economy and benefits society as a whole. 

At CNA, our overarching goal remains the same. We work hand-in-hand with our agent and broker partners to deliver the  
best possible solutions for our clients, crafted with expert underwriting supported by the highest quality of Claims and  
Risk Control services. 

I am proud of how our employees continue to demonstrate a robust understanding of market dynamics, adaptability to  
changing conditions, and unwavering desire to continually improve.

Continued Strong Momentum
2022 proved to be a year where our underwriting acumen powered us to excellent performance and continued shareholder  
value creation. We achieved 10% gross written premium growth (excluding captives) which is the second consecutive year of 
double-digit growth, and our net written premium growth was 9%. We wrote $1.876B in new business, growing a robust 13%. 
In the last six years we have successfully grown new business at a compound annual growth rate of 11%, driven by disciplined 
underwriting selection and focusing on products and segments where we have deep specialization and unique solutions. 

We produced a P&C combined ratio of 93.2%, which was the best on record, and our P&C underlying combined ratio was  
91.2% – also the best on record. Our success was broad based with Commercial, Specialty and International all producing 
excellent results. Commercial delivered a 97.3% combined ratio, which was the best ever achieved. International continued 
its strong performance, delivering a 91.8% combined ratio, also a record result. Specialty produced an 88.6% combined ratio, 
which is the second consecutive year below 90%. These continued significant improvements in both top-line and bottom-line 
performance led to record underwriting income of $559 million. 

Our 2022 performance is yet another successful chapter added to the track record of the past six years. These results clearly 
demonstrate the progress of our disciplined approach to growing our revenue, expanding our underwriting margins, and 
creating shareholder value. 



Specialized Expertise 
We pursue specific lines of business and industry segments where we have deep specialization across the entire value chain.  
We provide multi-line, tailored middle market solutions across industry segments such as advanced manufacturing, technology, 
life sciences, real estate, and private equity. Our Construction business supports commercial, industrial, institutional, and civil 
contractors with both primary and umbrella solutions. Fortune 500 clients seek us out for end-to-end complex property and 
casualty solutions for large risk managed businesses. Publicly traded companies, private companies, non-profits, and financial 
institutions rely on our professional liability and cyber products. Aging services, allied facilities, and physicians count on our 
solutions to meet their complex risk needs. 

The ability of CNA to deliver these unique solutions is underpinned by continually advancing our core strategic priorities: 
sustaining a deep underwriting culture; attracting, developing and retaining top talent; optimizing agency and broker 
relationships; and further institutionalizing deep specialization.

Building on Success
In 2022, we deepened our business unit specialization, enhanced our underwriting capabilities, and improved our service 
operations. While we made significant progress in 2022, we continually strive to achieve higher levels of performance across  
all aspects of CNA. 

To deliver further advancements in efficiency and effectiveness in our business, CNA is continuing our investments in advanced 
analytics, cloud technology and security. 

Moreover, we know that building on our success requires a constant focus on our people and the level of expertise that we  
bring to bear in the marketplace. In this tight labor market, we continue to attract top talent to join CNA, which is a testament 
to the strength of our brand, the quality of our people, and reputation of our company. We continue to align our talent to best 
meet the needs of our agents and brokers, seeking seamless execution across our branch network.

Central to our ability to attract, develop, and retain the best diverse talent is our unwavering commitment to Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion. In 2022, we expanded our efforts with education and allyship being critical cornerstones of our ongoing 
commitment to equity and an inclusive working environment as we continue with our Company of Allies journey. We are proud 
to have earned a 100% score on the 2022 Corporate Equality Index (CEI), sponsored through the Human Rights Campaign,  
for the seventh year in a row. I have also signed the Disability: IN CEO Action pledge that helps advance disability inclusion  
and equality.

At CNA, we are steadfastly committed to Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) principles. This year, for the first time,  
we have summarized our areas of focus in a public report so that all our various constituents – shareholders, employees, clients, 
distribution partners, communities – have full line of sight into our ESG commitment and performance.I am honored to share  
the full 2022 CNA ESG report here.

“    These results clearly demonstrate  
 the progress of our disciplined approach  

to growing our revenue,  
expanding our underwriting margins,  
and creating shareholder value. ”

https://investor-relations.cna.com/sustainability/default.aspx


Excellent Financial Strength
Robust capital adequacy and strong credit fundamentals reflect the strength and quality of CNA’s balance sheet. We maintain 
a conservative capital structure, a prudent reserving philosophy, a high-quality, diversified investment portfolio and excellent 
liquidity driven by strong and growing operating cash flows. 

In 2022, we continued to grow our underwriting profits while continuing to address any parts of our portfolio that we felt would 
not sustain our risk-adjusted rate of return requirements. Strong operating cash flows will enable us to grow our fixed income 
invested asset base and, when coupled with the higher interest environment, will be a significant tailwind for us into 2023. 

Thank You For Your Support
I would like to thank our employees for their dedication, focus, and execution which is driving the continued success of CNA.  
I am also grateful for the vital relationships that we share with our agents and brokers in the support of our mutual customers. 

I remain highly confident about the future for CNA and am excited about the journey that lies ahead.

Dino E. Robusto 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
CNA Financial Corporation, February 7, 2023
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151 North Franklin Street  
Chicago, Illinois 60606

“CNA” is a registered trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Certain CNA Financial Corporation subsidiaries use the “CNA” trademark in connection with insurance 
underwriting and claims activities. Copyright © 2023 CNA. All rights reserved. 
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